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“Yrom the north, a king shall come, and glorious shall be his
tale. Never shall his weapon falter. Never shall his wisdom fail.
Yet though the lands all bow before him and the heavens give
him praise, he shall know no rest or peace, for he has seen the
end of days. And in his pride he shall awake, and forswear his
dream of pain. But fate shall look upon him, cold of eye, and her
purpose shall remain.”
- Aruthen of Akkaban, 428 L.R.
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To play Chapter I of the Prophet series, you will need to download the MOD
file as well as a HAK file and several BMU files with additional music. The
module file can be found on NWVault under modules, and the additional
files in a HAK entry called “HAK and Music for the Prophet series”. That
entry contains several files. You will need the files “Prophet0.hak”,
“Prophet1.hak”, and “ProphetMusic.zip”. Any other files are there for
future chapters of the series, and you do not need them yet.
To install:
Place the “Prophet – Chapter I – By the Will of Kings and Mortals.mod”
file in your NWN\modules directory.
Place the “Prophet0.hak” and “Prophet1.hak” files in your NWN\hak
directory.
Uncompress the “ProphetMusic.zip” file and put all of the BMU files into
your NWN\music directory.
Once Chapter 2 is available, download that as well and place it in your
modules directory. Download Prophet2.hak and place it in your hak
directory. This will allow you to proceed directly from the end of the
Chapter 1 into Chapter 2.
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The “Prophet” is a series of Neverwinter Nights modules designed either for
a single player or for a small party of 3-6 characters. Whether played solo
or in a group, these modules center around one player who is gifted with the
ability to see the future through his or her dreams – this character is called
the “prophet”.
It is assumed that the prophet character has played through the prologue
module, entitled “Prophet – Prologue – It cannot be denied”. If not, it is
highly recommended that you do so, in order to understand the background
of the story.
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There are no restrictions on races, classes,
or alignments for playing the Prophet
series. However, many of the conversations
are geared toward intelligent good-aligned
characters and may not offer many choices
for evil players. In particular, the prophet
character should be of above-average
intelligence.
If you are playing with a group of three or
more characters, then it’s recommended
that you start around 5th level. If you play solo, then 8-10th level should be
ok. Most of the encounters scale to the strength of the party, but it is hard to
balance game play for all kinds of groups. For this reason, if you play in
multi-player then I highly recommend asking one person to DM.
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There are two henchmen available. One of them is Merudoc Farromane,
whom the prophet met in the Prologue module. Merudoc is a skilled and

brave warrior who is also proficient at stealth and at disarming traps. He
will only agree to join with the prophet character.
The other henchman is an elf named Llarien
Tlanaan’gereth. You might remember him
from my first module, “The Cave of Songs”.
Llarien is still exploring the lands, seeking to
know the world by experiencing as much of it
as he can. You will not meet Llarien
immediately at the beginning of the game.
Once you do, however, any person who
speaks with him will be able to convince him
to join you in your journey. Llarien is a
ranger/cleric skilled with the longbow and
with two-weapon fighting styles. He is also very stealthy and can be asked to
scout ahead for enemies.
Both henchmen can be controlled through conversations or through voice
chats (“V” key) and the radial menu.
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You can rest almost anywhere. However, in many places resting will launch
random encounters. Also, when you rest, you will be blind and deaf, making
you quite vulnerable.
At certain times, when the prophet character rests, he/she will experience a
dream. This will involve a cut-scene that only the prophet will see. Other
players will see him/her resting on the ground, occasionally murmuring
something. It is up to the prophet to decide whether to discuss these dreams
with the others.
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When you fall below 1 hit point, you will begin to bleed to death at a rate of
1 hit point per round. Any healing spells cast upon you at this time can bring
you back from the brink. However, once you reach -10 hp, you will die and
will have to be raised.

If you die and you are the only player in the game, then your henchmen are
your only hope. Once they are finished battling any foes, they will attempt to
bring you back using scrolls of raise dead. It is a good idea to put some of
these in their inventory, just in case. However, even if your henchman does
not have a scroll, he will search through your remains for any that you
might have. If he finds one, he will use it to bring you back to life. If neither
your henchman nor you have any of these scrolls, then dying will force you
to have to reload a previously saved game.

In multi-player mode, you can choose to wait for other players to bring you
back, provided they have the skills or the equipment. In addition, you have
another option. When you die, you will have the option to use the respawn
button. Unlike other NWN modules, this does not bring you back to life but
instead turns you into a ghost.
Once you turn into a ghost, you will drop all of your possessions into a
“Player Remains” object. You will also be completely invisible and unable
to perform any actions. If anyone, a PC or a henchman, casts a raise dead
on the Player Remains then you will be brought back to life and can pick up

your belongings. If you were the only person carrying raise dead scrolls
then the other players can search through your remains for them.
There are also other options. Among the remains your allies will find an
item that looks like your dead body. If they pick this up, then the Player
Remains turn into ordinary “Remains” (on which raise dead will NOT
work), and where your belongings will remain. Now they can carry your
body to a safe place, or perhaps a healer, to have you brought back to life.
When they carry your body item, you will follow them wherever they go.
The point of this system is that when you die, your allies can take your body
from the place of danger, even perhaps stealthily from under the noses of
enemies, and take it to a safe place. There, you can be raised from dead and
healed in safety. It is also possible to pay certain NPCs to bring a dead
character back to life. However, all of this is not an easy task, so be careful!
And stock up on those raise dead scrolls whenever you can find them.
Note that when your henchmen fall below 1hp, they do not bleed but rather
die immediately and leave behind a “Henchman Remains” object. You can
treat this as you would a Player Remains: You can cast raise dead on it
(when it’s safe to do so), you can search through it for scrolls, or you can
take the body item from it to carry your henchman to a safe place or a
healer.
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Occasionally, you may receive new journal entries, starting with the word
“Lore”. These activate when you enter certain places in the module, and
reflect your knowledge of the world. They appear if your Lore skill is
sufficiently high and/or you are of an appropriate race. In all cases, these
are not quests, and will never be marked as completed. They are merely bits
of background knowledge.
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Version 2.0 of the module uses a modification of the D&D Troll scripts by
U'lias. Trolls can now only be completely destroyed by fire or acid. Any
other damage will be regenerated, even after a troll lies “dead”.
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Be tactical. Some battles in the module can be fairly hard and quite chaotic.
Prepare yourself with potions and magic items and set traps if you have the
skills. Whenever you go stealthy, your henchmen will as well, and in this
state they will not attack enemies unless they are attacked themselves. Both
Merudoc and Llarien are very good at stealth, so if you are as well then you
should consider sneaking by some dangerous situations. Also, if Merudoc or
Llarien are stealthy, you can still order them to attack (using your radial
menu), in which case they will have the benefit of surprise. You should speak
with them to adjust their tactics. For example, you might want to tell
Merudoc to use his melee weapon but Llarien to use his bow, since he’s
quite good at it. You can also tell them not to attack unless you do. Llarien
has a number of tactical skills. You can ask him to heal whoever is most
wounded, or to scout ahead for enemies. Take advantage of these things
when it is appropriate.
If a battle goes very badly, retreat. Even if you decide not to fight your
enemies again, you can still sneak in and take back the bodies of your fallen
comrades (PCs or NPCs) and bring them to a healer or a safe place for a
raise-dead. Take advantage of this – it is better to regroup and fight again
than to die against increasing odds.
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The custom tilesets used in this module have a few flaws in their
“walkmeshes”. This means that in some places you might click on a spot
that you should be able to walk to, and your character won’t move. You can
try clicking elsewhere to get your character to walk, or you can use the “W”
key to move forward to get out of these tricky spots. There was no way for
me to fix this bug, and I love the look of these tilesets so much that I chose to
put up with their small flaws.
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The Prophet series is set in the Runelands, a custom campaign world which
is loosely based on the Forgotten Realms.
The adventure begins in the Valley of Four Corners, in the northwestern
part of the kingdom of Beleria, a nation which lies on the west coast of a
large continent. Beleria is populated primarily by humans and halflings,
though dwarves and gnomes can also be found in small numbers. Pureblooded elves are somewhat uncommon, as most prefer to live in the forest
nations of Lin’Litharn and Alvariel, which lie to the southeast.
The major difference between the Forgotten Realms and the Runelands is
that the world is flat. The sun rises in the east each morning and sets in the
west in the evening. The moon, however, travels from south to north over the
course of an entire year. It rises in the south, marking the beginning of
spring, reaches the zenith in the middle of summer, and sets in the north at
the beginning of winter.
For players wishing to give their characters an appropriate deity, here is a
partial (human) pantheon:
Lor (N – neutral): god of will, creator of the universe
Elanae (N): goddess of life and nature, the mother tree
Selene (NG): goddess of growth and the seasons, the moon goddess
Nergal (CE): god of decay and age, the lord of ashes
Pallas (LG): god of honor and the patron of kings
Ailura (CG): goddess of love and wild nature
Hurm (CE): god of war and destruction
Liet (LN): god of justice and law, gatekeeper of the afterlife
Shtuura (LE): goddess of knowledge and arcane magic
Skellar (CN): god of mischief and lies, the patron of deceit
Arendelle (NG): goddess of fertility and the harvest
Thulil (NG): god of the dawn and the sun, bringer of light
Frenthel (CN): god of luck
Riull (CN): god of wealth and prosperity
Phaerom (NG): god of travelers and explorers

The gods of the elves, dwarves, halflings, gnomes, and orcs are the same as
in the Forgotten Realms, though their history is different.
Some of the common knowledge possessed by the people of Beleria is
provided in the form of a book which can be found in the first area. This
includes brief notes on geography and history as well as a calendar. Here is
the text of the book:
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This book contains common knowledge about the nation of Beleria and the
surrounding world.
The kingdom of Beleria was established in the year 923 LR (Lotharyan
Reckoning) by Beldar of Asilgard. This act marked the conclusion of a
decade-long war among various human city-states, including Asilgard,
Urdenfjorn, and Krakalgrad. Additional lands were incorporated into the
kingdom, including Endorr in 1256 LR. Beleria now covers a large part of
the western continent and is home to humans and halflings (most of whom
live in the northeastern province of Norenshire). Dwarves and gnomes are
also occasionally found in Beleria, but usually in small numbers. Pureblooded elves are relatively uncommon.
On the north, Beleria is bordered by the Kalamnir Mountains and the
dwarven kingdom of Kragholm. This is a rugged and largely unexplored
region, and most human knowledge of it comes from dwarven traders and
occasional explorers. The eastern border of Beleria is not well-defined, as
human settlements gradually give way to the Juntar plains (home to various
barbarian tribes) and the elven forest of Lin’litharn. To the southeast lies the
human kingdom of Sardathia, the border of which had been established in
1340 LR after decades of war. On the south, Beleria is bordered by the Sea
of Serpents and the Emirate of Akkaban. Akkaban is a human kingdom that
has existed for at least two millennia and has become a major trade partner
with Beleria in the last 150 years. To the west of Beleria stretches the
Obsidian Ocean, which is generally believed to mark the edge of the world.
The Belerian calendar is marked since the time when Lothar of Xenegath
defeated the Orcish hordes of Kruth and carved out the first human
settlements in this region of the western continent, over thirteen centuries

ago. The year is divided into twelve months of 30 days each, with 5 extra
days marking special events: Moonrise - the first day of the year, when the
moon Selene first appears above the southern horizon and signals the
beginning of spring; The Feast of Flowering – after the end of the 3rd month,
marking the beginning of summer; Midsummer – a festival of joy which
occurs in the middle of the 5th month, when the moon reaches the zenith of
the sky and the weather is always fair; Godsmeet – a day of prayer after the
end of the 6th month, marking the start of autumn; and Harvestide – after the
end of the 9th month, celebrating the autumn harvest and preparing for the
winter, as Selene sets beyond the northern horizon. During winter, the moon
is absent from the sky and snow covers the lands.
Today, it is the year 1384, and Beleria is ruled by King Rohan who lives in
the capital, Asilgard. The past ten years have been quite peaceful, aside
from occasional skirmishes with the Juntar barbarians and various orc
tribes that still live in the forests and mountains of Beleria. Nevertheless, the
land holds many opportunities for high adventure for all those who seek
such things...
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*** MAJOR SPOILERS ***
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When the module begins, you will once again find yourself in the
storyteller’s chamber. Here there are some tomes describing the campaign
world and explaining the game mechanics. When you have gathered all of
your players, speak with the storyteller. The prophet should speak first and
then all of the other players in turn.
Once you all begin, you will meet at the Hopping Hobgoblin Inn. Here, you
will meet Merudoc, eager to begin your search for the prophet king, Uther
Palandras. Also speak with Zerga the merchant to purchase some equipment
for your journey. If you speak with some of the locals you might learn of a
short sub-quest involving an old cave.

Your first decision is to choose one of the two paths which might lead you to
find the prophet-king. One is to explore the Castle in the Forest. The other is
to find a man named Florien Dellanar, who may have information for you.
NOTE: Although you can do these adventures in whichever order you wish,
your answer will nevertheless be found in whichever one you complete
second. That is, if you complete the castle adventure first, then it will be a
dead-end and your answers will be found on the body of Florien Dellanar
(in the mines of Lohim). If you explore the mines first, then no answers will
be found there, but instead will be within the Castle in the Forest.
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In the Feyrathian Forest, there are the ruins of a castle which was once the
home of a knight that had served with Uther Palandras. Go south from the
valley of four corners and into the forest. While walking along the road, you
will see smoke rising to the west. Go to investigate. You will come across a
group of bandits who had ambushed a lone traveler. Come to his aid!
The traveler is named Ronan, a priest of the god Phaerom. He is no match
for the bandits, so come to his aid. If he dies, search through his body for a
scroll of raise dead and use it on him. He will thank you and offer healing.
He will also tell you that the castle you seek lies to the west. You will see a
small path that leads
the way.
When you come upon
the castle ruins, be
cautious. It has
become the lair of a
large gang of bandits
led by the notorious
Huranagar. You can
try to sneak by them
but it is not easy and
you will probably
have to fight them. Once you defeat the bandits, you will want to explore the
castle, especially the tall tower and the crypts.

In the tower, you will find the remains of Althea, the wife of lord Agamir
Uthren’syn. Out on the balcony of the tower, you will find her ghost. If you
speak with her, you will learn that lord Agamir left long ago with Uther
Palandras on a journey to do battle with fate. She does not know where they
went, but will suggest that you find someone named Herud, a former steward
of the castle who now lies dead within its crypt. She will cast a spell that
unlocks the crypt for you.
To get to the crypts, you will need to unlock a door (look for a key lying in
the fire in the throne room). Then you’ll have to break down a wooden beam
holding shut the door to the stairs. Once in the crypts, you will fight various
undead creatures until you find the tombs of Agamir and Althea, but they are
empty. The only thing you’ll find is the remains of the steward of the castle,
who had plundered it until he was killed by the spirits in the castle. In his
sack you’ll find considerable treasure.
As soon as you touch the steward’s remains, his ghost will appear. Speak
with it. Allow it to touch you, and you will be transported into its own
private hell.
Herud’s soul is eternally tormented within a hell of shame and remorse. It
consists of a series of scenes playing out the past, bearing witness to
Herud’s betrayal of his lord and lady. Watch the scenes and progress
counter-clockwise through the area until you come to where Herud’s soul is
eternally being attacked by torments. To speak with him, you will have to kill
the torments. Then demand that he tell you about where Agamir went.
If you have not yet completed the Mines of Lohim (below), then Herud will
not tell you much. This entire subquest will be a dead end, and your answer
will be found within the mines. If you have completed the mines, however,
then Herud will tell you of the elven sage named Evenorn, in the forest of
Lin’Litharn (see below). If Llarien is with you, speak with him, for he will
tell you more.
Whether or not you learn where to seek information about the prophet-king,
you will first have to leave Herud’s hell. The easiest way is to go back the
way you came, but if you are curious, then continue going counterclockwise. If Merudoc is with you, you will be allowed to enter some rooms
which contain memories of Norenshire. There you will see a Halfling girl

named Jeniki, who will run away into a dark hallway. Merudoc will follow,
leaving your group. Run after him!
Following Merudoc will lead you into a vision of destroyed Norenshire.
There, you will encounter undead spirits of some of the dead Halflings,
whom you must defeat or avoid. Be careful, when you pass near the well,
any defeated spirits will rise once more. Stay away from the Halfling homes
themselves, and follow the footprints into a dark cave. Once in the cave, go
left to find a small skull. This is a key which unlocks a gate on a bridge.
Keep going and you will find Merudoc. Convince him to come with you, and
you will be teleported back into the hell of shame and remorse. Now, you
can continue going counter-clockwise to the room where you entered. Look
south, the gateway is now open and you can return to the castle crypt.
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If you speak with Zerga, the
merchant inside the
Hopping Hobgoblin Inn, he
will tell you that Florien
Dellanar is an adventurer
who has recently gone into
the Mines of Lohim, to clear
them from a spider
infestation. The mines lie
just along the road to the
south. Be careful as you
travel through the hills of
Lohim, for they are
inhabited by a band of
gnolls.
Once in the mines, find your way downward into its depths. You will find a
shaft with a rope leading into darkness. Go down the rope, and you will find
the remains of one of Florien’s friends, a fighter. As soon as you touch his
remains, they will burst spewing forth a multitude of tiny spiders.
Nevertheless, you will find some useful items upon his body.

Continue onward and you will enter a large cavern inhabited by ettercaps
and spiders, all quite hostile. Then at last you will cross the chasm and enter
the kingdom of the spiders.
Be cautious, for the ettercaps and spiders are quite formidable. Make your
way eastward and you will find another person from Florien’s party of
adventurers, an elven ranger named Llarien Tlanaan’gereth. He will be very
grateful for being rescued and will offer to join your quest in gratitude. He
will also explain what happened – Florien and his group were betrayed from
within by a mage named Kaliman Benthur, a mage obsessed with finding the
race of dark elves known as the drow.
The drow themselves are no
longer within these caves, but
they did leave behind a haunted
temple. Approach the temple
with care, for its eye can deal
out damage at a distance. You
must have Llarien with you if
you wish to enter, for he knows
the phrase that opens the
doorway.
Once within the temple, you
will find a square table and
four alcoves, each containing a statue of a great drow hero. These statues
will awaken if you approach them, so do so only once you’re prepared. To
the east, you will find a cell with the remains of Florien Dellanar. Search
through them to obtain some very useful items, and the remains of a book
about Uther Palandras. If you have completed the Castle in the Forest
(above), then the book will tell you about the elven sage Evenorn (see
below). If you have not, then the book will be a dead-end and you will have
to find your answers in the castle.
If you wish to go deeper into the drow temple, you will have to defeat the
drow statues. Approach them only once you are prepared for a tough fight,
and take them on one at a time. Each of them carries on their body a stone
which can be used to harm one of the others. The drow called Irthiandril
carries a stone that harms Sarukiin, who carries a stone that harms
Ashtuura, who carries a stone that harms Thraviewiel, who carries a stone

that harms Irthiandril. Thus, whichever of the drow you fight first, take the
stone and attack the drow that it harms. Once all of the drow spirits have
been defeated, place all of the stones upon the central altar to unlock the
door leading deeper into the temple.
In the next room, you will find Kaliman Benthur, barely alive and quite mad.
Speak to him to learn about what happened, and put him out of his misery if
you want some valuable items. Kaliman will tell you that Sylaldur Viluisen,
another of Florien’s comrades is upstairs, transformed by drow magic into
something very evil. Go upstairs, where you will find that Sylaldur has been
turned into a half-elf-half-spider creature called a drider. Talk with him, but
be careful, for Llarien will attack him at one point, and this will draw the
spiders in the room to Sylaldur’s defense. Sylaldur cannot be killed, and will
rise from death unless all of the “Glowing spheres” are first destroyed.
Once Sylaldur and Kaliman are dead, it is time to return to the surface and
continue your journey
.
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Once you have learned of the sage Evenorn, you will need to travel to the
elven forest of Lin’Litharn, far to the south. Go to the Feyrathian forest and
continue south. The way will now be open, and it will lead you to the shores
of the Nihiril River.
To get to the forest home of the elves, you will need to cross the treacherous
Black Marsh. It lies just on the other side of the Nihiril River. But first, rest
yourselves. When you do, the prophet will have a dream (When the prophet
dreams, the other players should just patiently wait for him/her to wake up).
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The great swamp is filled with dangers. Speak to Llarien about them for he
had crossed it in the past. To get through the swamp, you will need to always
travel southeast. Try to avoid deep water which may contain pockets of
poisonous gas. Along the way, look out for swamp vipers and giant
scorpions, as well as will-o-wisps, beetles, and tangle-vines. At the southern
edge of the swamp there is a tribe of lizardfolk who will try to ambush you.
Just past them, you will see the entrance to the forest of Lin’Litharn.
Along the way through the swamp, the prophet will have a vision of a group
of ghostly soldiers, slowly walking eastward. Nobody else will see these
ghosts. If you follow them, they will lead you to a particularly foul section of
the swamp. There, you will see a strange ghostly hut floating in the air
above a hilltop. If you are brave, enter the hut.
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You will find the hut empty except for a few small scorpions scurrying about.
A strange pumpkin head will speak a simple warning for you to leave. If you
want to, look through some of the containers in the hut, especially a large
chest (careful – it’s trapped). If you take anything, the pumpkin head will
speak a curse…

The curse will affect only the first person to take something from the hut. It
will create in his/her inventory a small lump of lead, which cannot be
dropped. If this person leaves the hut and walks away from it, the lump of
lead will multiply with time until the victim is completely weighted down. No
magic can remove this curse, and it will defeat even the skills of the greatest
healers. The only way to rid oneself of the curse is to return to the hut.
There, you must take an embalmed head which you find in the chest, and
show it to the pumpkin head. It will speak of an odoun wizard named
Chwanektu. Call forth
this wizard (Note: If the
prophet sleeps, he/she
will have a dream about
the wizard).
Once Chwanektu
appears, speak with him
and beg or demand that
he lift this curse upon
you. He will demand a
very strange task: He
will give you his
pulsating heart and
order you to eat it. Doing so will transport you into his heart where you are
to find a “tree of hatred”. You must cut down all the leaves from this tree.
Within Chwanektu’s heart, you will battle weird creatures of hatred. In the
center, you’ll find a waterfall – enter it. Beyond, you will find a strange
dreamlike world that looks like the environs of the city of Asilgard (the
capital of the kingdom of Beleria). You can speak with the people here, but
they will not believe you that they exist within the heart of an odoun wizard.
The tree of which the wizard spoke will be easy to find. Each time you strike
it with your weapons, a leaf will fall. At the same time, one of the inhabitants
of the dreamworld will die. Once all the people are dead, the tree itself will
die. You can now return the way you came, and exit Chwanektu’s heart by
going through a southern artery. If you decide you don’t want to cut down
the tree after all, just exit and speak with Chwanektu.

The “tree of hatred” represents the line of descendants of king Rothald, who
ruled Beleria long ago. When this king’s army marched through the Black
Marsh long ago, they battled the odoun people and nearly exterminated all
of them. But the odoun magic is powerful. A shaman named Chwanektu took
a hair from the battlefield, a hair from the head of the king himself, and
placed it inside his heart. There he nurtured it for generations. With each
child born of the king, a branch grew. With each grandchild, another
branch. Today, for each person who carries the blood of the king, a leaf
grows upon Chwanektu’s tree of hatred. By cutting down that tree, you are
killing all of these people, even outside in the real world. That is the nature
of Chwanektu’s revenge. If you perform this task for him, he will remove
your curse.
If you realize all this, you may not want to play along. You may choose to
fight Chwanektu instead. If you win, the curse will be lifted.
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When you pass the swamp, you will find yourself at the edge of the great
elven forest of Lin’Litharn. Continue walking southeast. Suddenly, you will
be stopped by a group of elves led by one named Arilthil. Llarien will
smooth over relations and the elves will ask you for aid – they will ask you
to help them battle a group of orcs that have overtaken the crossing point
over the Sigris river. You should agree, since the orcs block your passage to
Rithsilvane where lives the sage you seek, Evenorn.
Follow Arilthil and he will explain to you the plan. Once he begins, hit the
‘M’ key to bring up your map. As he explains the plan, look at the map to see
the layout of the orc forces and the plan that he has in mind.
Arilthil’s plan is to attack from two fronts. One group will be led by a druid
named Glebriewien and will go east, through a pass in the mountains, to
attack the orcs from the north. The other group will be led by Arilthil and
will go southeast over the guarded bridge. You can choose to go with either,
or split into several groups if you have multiple players. Both groups must
converge to where the roads meet.

If Arilthil survives the battle, he will thank you and will point the way to
Rithsilvane. If Glebriewien survives as well then she will give you a powerful
gift – an enchanted root which can cast Cure Light Wounds.
Continue along the road east (watch out for wolves). In the next area you
may find an ancient cavern where there are some old carvings portraying an
ancient elven exodus to these lands from far north. There is nothing else
here. Follow the road along the river until you come to the gates of
Rithsilvane, the City in the Trees.
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When you enter Rithsilvane, you will be asked to sheathe your weapons.
Climb the ladder and walk across the treetop bridges until you enter the
main city. To your left you will see a great flying ship, to your right a
marketplace, and before you, the great hall of the council of elders (the
Senraad) and just next to it, the tower of the sage Evenorn.
You may rest in the city and trade goods in the marketplace. You may enter
the shop of the craftsman Thurien if you are interested in high-quality
weapons and armor. Within the Senraad you can find the elven high-priest

Anyndel who can heal your wounds and sell you various healing supplies. If
you carry the bodies of fallen comrades, place them on the ground hear
Anyndel. Then speak with him and he can bring them back to life.

Your most important task, however, is to speak with the sage Evenorn, who
lives in the great tower just next to the Senraad. The prophet should
approach the sage and ask him about Uther Palandras.
Evenorn will have much to say about his old friend, and will not believe that
such an honorable man could have been behind the murders at Norenshire.
However, he will agree to help you find out the truth. He will tell you that at
the end of his reign, Uther Palandras built a great tower in the tallest peaks
of the Dalthorim Mountains, where he went to spend the rest of his days.
Evenorn believes that the prophet-king saw something terrible in his dreams,
something about a “Century of Sorrow”, and sought to find a way to prevent
it. However, he does not know the prophet-king’s plan. You will have to
travel to the mountains to find that out for yourself.
To aid you on your journey, Evenorn will give you a very powerful item – a
“Selanthier”. This is a magical gem which allows you to instantly travel
along the lattice made by the astral roots of trees. If you activate the gem
near any living tree, then a portal will be opened. Stepping through this
portal will take you to the enchanted tree in the Senraad of Rithsilvane.
Then, when you touch the enchanted tree, a portal will be opened to take you

back to whichever tree you came from previously. This will allow you to
return to the elven city whenever you need more supplies or healing.
However, it requires the presence of a living tree, and can only be used
three times. So do not waste its magic.
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To get to the mountains, travel south from Rithsilvane and follow the road to
an enchanted grove. There, speak with the druidess Rithien and she will tell
you the way to the Ophiorien river, which you must follow to the mountain
peaks. The path to the river is
just south of the bend in the
road, between two great trees.
Rithien will point it out on your
map.
After you cross the Ophiorien
river, be careful for there is a
group of orcs caming nearby.
Fight them or pass by them and
you will come to the great
waterfall of Kryn-Talor. There,
you will begin your climb into
the mountains.
Be very careful in the mountains. If you walk close to the edges of cliffs, you
will see some loose stones tumble down. Don’t go any closer to the edge or
you might fall. If you do, you will take damage and drop any weapons that
you have equipped. Sometimes, the weapons will fall into the river and be
carried downstream – in these cases you can usually find them again.
Sometimes, however, the weapons will fall into deep pits and will be lost
forever. So it’s usually better to keep your hands free. It might also be wise
to not wear heavy armor since that makes it more likely that you will lose
your balance.
When you first enter the mountains, you will come across a tribe of goblins.
They are quite numerous, and much tougher than they appear. You do not
need to fight them – you can continue deeper into the mountains by simply
following the south bank of the river and climbing upward. If you want some

battles and treasures, then you can storm the goblin fortress. You may
succeed in defeating the goblins or forcing them to surrender. You may then
explore their tunnels where various valuables can be found. In the end,
however, you need to continue
upward.
Eventually, you will come to the
cliffs of Langgor, and find
yourself in a great storm. Do
not continue further lest you
want to be swept off the cliffs by
the wind and thrown into the
pits. Instead, find a peaceful
cave to rest and wait out the
storm. There, the prophet will experience another dream…
Once the storm is passed, you can exit the cave and continue upward. You
will then come to the mouth of a great cavern, where bones of hundreds of
animals lie strewn about. Enter with caution, for this is the lair of a great
white dragon.
You do not need to fight the dragon. Indeed, it is very difficult to defeat.
Unlike standard NWN dragons, it does not have true-sight (but is quite
perceptive). However, it can fly, breathe icy death, and utter a howl that will
make all but the bravest run in fear. Within its lair, you will find some blocks
of ice within which a treasure horde is frozen. If you can break down the
blocks or destroy them with fire, then you will find some very powerful items.
If you avoid fighting the dragon, just continue through the cave until you
come to an opening from which a cold air blows. Exit there to find yourself
at the top of the world,
above a sea of clouds.
Walk carefully here, for
the ridge is very
treacherous. Further
along you will see an
erupting volcano
spewing lava and
shooting fireballs into

the area. Walk carefully, or better yet, quickly, continuing to the north. If
you are very brave or foolhardy, go east to find an entrance to the fiery
mountain. Within you can find some gems of great value, and equally great
danger.
If you continue climbing north, you will find yourself looking upon the tower
of Uther Palandras, the “Tower that Touches the Sky”.
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To get to the tower, you’ll have
to walk around the canyon and
cross a stone bridge. Note that to
the south there is a cave where
you can find shelter as well as a
lone pine tree which you can use
to travel to Rithsilvane and resupply if necessary. But once you
are ready, cross the bridge and
come to the Urlord’s keep.
The castle is guarded by ghostly
knights who will fight you if they
see you. Beware the archers on the walls and in the gate towers. There is a
small guard tower where you can find shelter, but there is no way into the
keep through there. There are two ways to enter the castle. One is to break
down the front gate, but it is very hard. The other is to walk around the
castle to a lake, and enter a cave beneath the castle. There, along with a
hostile manticore, you will find an opening leading upward into the castle
walls. From the walls you can exit into the castle’s courtyard and enter into
the great tower.
You will find the interior of the castle deserted. A chamber before you holds
a large statue of the Urlord and some stones upon which runes describe his
past. There are three doors. One leads up into the tower itself. One is a
glowing golden door which is locked and unbreakable. The third door leads
into the great hall. Go there first.

In the hall there is a throne room and six rooms that were once the quarters
of the Red Knights. The prophet should sit upon the throne to have a vision.
In the vision, he/she will hear three words: “Aleph”, “Cadar”, and
“Thoriem”. Remember these.
Next, go up to the tower. Along the way, you will be attacked by various
undead and can pick up some valuable treasure. Finally, you will enter the
quarters of the
prophet king. There,
you can read a tome
(turn on the
candelabra first)
which describes some
of the Urlord’s
prophecies. In his
bedroom you will find
a key. Take it, go
downstairs, and use it
to unlock the golden
door.
Now you will face a hallway with various runes on the ground. There are
three groups of four runes each. You must touch them to turn them on. In the
first group, turn on the symbol for “Aleph”. In the second group, turn on
“Cadar”. In the third, turn on “Thoriem”. No other runes should be turned
on. If you do this correctly, then the door at the end of the hall will unlock,
and open the way to the Urlord’s tomb.
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The first level consists of one room representing the prophet-king’s past and
another representing his future. You can explore them and see some battles,
but there is nothing necessary here. Go straight to pass over a bridge
through a great chasm.
The second level begins with a large arena. Here, you must fight four battles
against four groups of ghosts. To activate the battles, walk counterclockwise through the arches around the area. When you walk through the
first arch, a ghostly giant will appear in the arena. When you walk through

the second, a group of Juntar barbarians. When you pass the third, you will
be attacked by Sardathian mercenaries. When you pass the fourth, a
simulacrum of the prophet will appear and attack you. Only after you
activate all these battles will the door into the next area open.
Hint: Some of these battles can be pretty tough. One thing you can try is to
launch more than one at a time, since the different groups will fight each
other to some extent. But in any case, you don’t have to kill any of them.
Once they have been activated, you can just leave the room through the door
in the north.
At this point, you will enter a living area, complete with a comfortable bed, a
library, and a small park. Importantly – there is a living tree within the park.
You can use it to get back to Rithsilvane if that becomes necessary – and it
will. On the bed there lies a key. Use it to open one of the doors leading
down. It doesn’t matter which one you choose.
The third level of the
tomb is a series of
lessons from the
Urlord, teaching you
about the power and
the burden of
prophetic sight. First,
he will demonstrate
that he knew long ago
which staircase you
would choose, and
never even built the other staircase. To continue, pick up the next key in the
room to the right (avoid the room to the left, there is nothing there but a
battle with a ghostly knight), and use the key to open either of the doorways
to the north. This is the second lesson; that your choice does not matter and
leads to the same place. Next, you will see two levers, one glowing hot and
one covered in frost. Select one and you will be struck with fire or ice, and a
doorway will open. Take the next key and go through the doorway until you
come to a large room in the center of which stands a pool. Drink from it.
After you drink from the pool you will fall asleep and experience a dream. It
will begin in a cold wilderness, where you will find a small cottage. Enter
the cottage to find the murdered bodies of a woman and two small children.

You can do nothing here; just leave the way you came. You will now find
yourself in a snowstorm, and walking southward you will come across a man
fighting a large wolf. Help him defeat the beast and speak with him. Tell him
of the carnage in the cottage and he will run back to aid his family. Follow
him. When you enter the cottage again you will find that the man’s family is
still alive. Speak with him, and you will realize that you had seen a vision of
what was to come: The man has been bitten by a werewolf, and has
contracted lycanthropy! He cannot be cured, and unless you kill him, he will
become a beast and murder his own family. It is your choice: To kill him or
to leave him to his fate. Regardless of what you choose, when you exit the
cottage again you will find that the storm has passed. Return to where the
battle took place and you will see a crystal. Approach it and you will hear a
voice: It will speak to you of the burden of prophecy, and it will give you a
key. You will then awaken, key in hand, and be ready to enter the Urlord’s
final resting place.
Within the tomb of Uther
Palandras, you will see a
magic mouth floating in the
air. Speak with it. It is the
voice of the Urlord, left
behind to speak his words and
explain his actions. Here you
will learn about his dark
vision, and about why
Norenshire was destroyed.
Long ago, Uther Palandras
had a vision of a century of
sorrow, which would be followed by the end of the world. He did not know
how this would come to pass, but he knew when. He did not know who would
be responsible, but he did know that this person would have the gift of
prophecy. That is why he ordered his knights to step outside of time and
destroy Norenshire – so that you, the prophet, would see it! This is how he
called you out, and how he brought you into his trap. When you hear this,
the mountain will shake, and the great chasm behind you will collapse,
trapping you forever.
However, Uther Palandras had not foreseen that you would have a means of
escape. You can use the Selanthier on the tree planted in the underground

park in order to escape to Rithsilvane. Thus the mercy of the prophet-king at
giving you a place to live out your days, together with the generosity of his
friend Evenorn, has thwarted the Urlord’s careful plans.
Upon hearing all this, Merudoc will be so distraught that he will attack you.
He will try to finish what Uther Palandras started. There will be no
placating him, and you will have to fight him to the death.
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When you return to Rithsilvane,
speak with Evenorn. If you wish,
tell him all that you learned. He
will not attempt to kill you for he
believes no one can be held
responsible for acts they have not
yet committed. In fact, he will help
you. He will instruct Irtheriel the
skyfarer to take you on her skyship
to the distant city of Hierathanum.
There, you must speak with the
Dream Weavers, mysterious sages who are the world’s greatest living
prophets. Perhaps they can tell you more about this fate that awaits you.
Before setting off on the skyship, the prophet must rest to witness another
prophetic dream. Then, once you have sold your treasures and equipped
yourself for what may come, speak with Irtheriel (next to the skyship) and
you will begin the next part of your long journey. Thus begins Chapter 2 –
“The Century of Sorrow”…
When you finish the final cutscene, you will find yourself in an area called
“End of Chapter 1”. There, you can save your characters and chat. The
prophet character has the option of opening a door beyond which there are
portals to his/her dream cutscenes. This way the other players can enjoy
those aspects of the module. To view a dream, simply step on one of the
carpets lying on the ground. NOTE: Only one person can view each dream
at any given time, and about 30 seconds should be allowed to pass between
successive viewings of any one dream in order for it to be reset.
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Although the module is designed to be fully playable without a DM, there
are several tools available should a DM be present. Most of these are
accessible in the DM’s pocket universe. When you start the game as a DM,
you’ll be given a “Portable Portal”. Assign this item to one of your
quickslots. Whenever you use this item, you’ll be instantly taken to the DM’s
pocket universe. When you use it again, you’ll be taken back to wherever
you used it previously.
NOTE: A new portable portal can always be obtained by saying the words
“a portal please” in the presence of the storyteller in the first area of the
game. This means that even normal PCs can get access to the DM’s pocket
universe, although of course this is highly discouraged as it can completely
spoil the story.
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The best way to understand this module in preparation for DM’ing it is to
play it through first. The story is quite linear, and follows the prophet and
his/her group through a long journey through swamps, forests, and
mountains. Once you’ve taken the journey yourself, you should read the
walkthrough to fill-in whatever you might have missed. At this point, you’ll
be quite ready to DM the module for your players.
Recommended server settings:
Max players: 5. If you go higher, the battles will get too easy.
PvP setting: Party or Full
Level range: Starting 5-7 if it’s a group of 3 or more, otherwise starting up
to 10 should be ok.
Item level restrictions: I recommend disabling this
Enforce legal characters: I recommend disabling this, but don’t let people
bring in +5 weapons etc.
Only one party: Definitely keep it to one party. This is a story-based module.

When you DM, you can take one of two routes: The easy thing to do is to
stay in the background and just modify encounters (using the DMFI custom
encounter area), drop some items here or there, and perhaps take over one
of the henchmen (see below for how to do that) and travel alongside your
group, adding bits of wisdom along the way.
The more advanced way to DM the module is to take over some of the key
NPCs and speak to the players through them instead of using the scripted
conversations. This is much preferred by most players because it allows
them to ask any questions and truly role-play their characters instead of
being trapped within the script that I wrote into the module. Two things
make this a challenge: First, you need to know a bit about the NPCs (see
“Important NPCs”, below). Second, since the scripted conversation won’t
be running, key scripts won’t be executed at the appropriate times. To make
up for this, I have provided a set of DM plot trigger tools which allow you to
activate different things in the plot (see “DM’s pocket universe” below).
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Vagar
The bard Vagar does not actually appear in the module, but he is in the
palette and you can create him if you wish. You can have him give the party
some more lore or some more tips. For example, Vagar can tell the players
more about the hills of Lohim, or the black marsh. But he shouldn’t know
anything about why Uther Palandras left the throne of Beleria 200 years
ago.
Huranagar (Bandit Chief)
You might consider controlling the bandit chief in the ruined castle in the
forest. You could have him surrender, reveal some things about the castle or
the pale woman, or perhaps betray the players in some way.
Althea (Pale Woman)
The ghost of Althea Uthren’syn should not reveal too much. All she knows is
that her husband Agamir left with Uther Palandras on a quest to do battle
with fate, but she does not know where they went. She can tell the players to

seek the ghost of Herud in the crypts. Use the DM Unlock feature on the
gate in the crypt to unlock it.
Herud
The soul of Herud is captive deep within his hell of shame and remorse, and
eternally tormented. If the players have completed the mines of Lohim, then
Herud should tell them that Uther Palandras went to Lin’Litharn to seek out
the sage Evenorn. If the players have not yet finished the mines, then Herud
should be a dead-end, and the answer should be found in the mines of
Lohim. One option is to replace the book entitled “Tales of Uth… dras” in
the backpack of Florien Dellanar (inside the Temple of Hatred) with the
other version from the palette (the second, longer version will give the
players information about Evenorn). Another option is to have Llarien tell
the players about Evenorn. Whatever you choose, once the players know
about Evenorn you should use the DM trigger “Open road to Lin’Litharn”
(see below) to allow them to travel to the shores of the Nihiril River.
Kaliman
If you possess Kaliman, he will rise, which will seem weird because he has
no legs. So it is better to use the voice throw DMFI wand if you want him to
speak. He is quite mad and is looking forward to bursting with the baby
spiders growing inside him.
Sylaldur
Sylaldur was once a noble elven ranger, but he has drunk of the drow nectar
which has turned him into a drider. It has also corrupted his mind. He now
worships the cruelty of spiders and has forsaken all that he once loved. He
should either attack or be attacked by Llarien.
Chwanektu
The odoun hedge-wizard should speak with a very strange grammar,
switching the subject, object, and verb of sentences (think of Yoda). He
should be as weird as possible, bordering on incomprehensible. His demand
is that the players take part in his terrible revenge upon the offspring of king
Rothald, who had slaughtered the odoun many hundreds of years ago. But
he should not reveal that… He should talk about “cutting the leaves from the

tree of hatred”, about “cutting the blood of cruelty”. Only after the players
have entered his heart and cut some leaves off the tree (and had some of the
people in there die) should Chwanektu explain what it is all about. If the
players appease him, you can remove the curse using the plot trigger
described below.
Arilthil
I would recommend not controlling the elven warrior Arilthil at all. His
scripted conversation sets up the battle at the Sigris river crossing, and
without it much of that battle would get messed up.
Evenorn
The elven sage Evenorn is one of the most important and knowledgeable
NPCs in the module and playing him well can add a lot to the story. His
personality should be played as one of unbelievable patience – he has lived
for a thousand years and knows that he will live for a thousand more, and he
has no rush to see the future. He also has an incredible memory, able to
recall all of the events of his long life with perfect detail (However, you
might prefer to change this about him or otherwise he might be very hard to
play). His motivations are serene collection of knowledge. He has great
power but does not covet having more. He is kind, and his only flaw is
perhaps an excess trust.
Evenorn was a friend to Uther Palandras for a long time. It was he who had
gone to seek out the prophet-king when Uther first came to the throne. You
can make up some story about how they became friends, and it should
involve Uther somehow saving the elves from great danger (drow? Orc
attacks? The white dragon?). Despite his great respect for Uther’s prophetic
abilities, Evenorn never agreed with their use. He believes that attempting to
see the future does not help one understand it, or to change it. He had seen
Uther’s gift be a great burden, and in the end believes it was the prophetking’s undoing. But, at least for now, he will deny that the prophet-king
could have been responsible for the murders at Norenshire. The man had
been much too great a hero to be behind such an atrocity.
Evenorn does not know what it was that Uther Palandras had seen that
caused him to leave the throne, except that it has something to do with a
“Century of Sorrow”. He does, however, know that Uther and his knights

went into the Dalthorim mountains (known as the Shattered Peaks) to build
a castle at the top of the world. He can tell the players how they might be
able to find this castle, by going south into the forest until they reach the
Ophiorien river, and then following the river east and up into the mountains.
He knows the mountains are very dangerous, but has never been there
himself.
It is VERY IMPORTANT that before the players leave Evenorn’s tower to
seek the prophet-king, they be given the Selanthier. It can be found in a chest
downstairs in Evenorn’s cellar (or you can create one from the palette).
Evenorn should explain how the item is used. When the players leave, you
should use the DM trigger for opening the road to the mountains (see
below).
After the players return from the Urlord’s keep, Evenorn should listen to
their tale with great sadness. He should disagree with the prophet-king’s
plan to trap the unmaker by killing the Halflings of Norenshire. He will not
blame the prophet character for the future Uther saw. Instead, he will help
them by instructing Irtheriel to take them to Hierathanum upon the skyship.
Goblin chief
When the goblin chief surrenders, you can possess him to make things more
interesting. You can have him explain to the players about the sacrificed pig
and the dragon (to whom it refers to as “ice of winter’s breath!”). One
interesting thing is to have the chief betray the players, attacking them when
they enter into the treasure room. Goblins are tricksy…
The white dragon
If you prefer, you can control the white dragon and have him speak instead
of attacking. Perhaps he may demand something from the party. In any case,
the dragon doesn’t know anything about Uther Palandras, though it knows
that beyond its cave there is a great volcano.
Red knight
In the Urlord’s keep, there is a trigger in the far room on the left of the
throne, which launches a ghost encounter. Like the soldiers in the swamp,
the ghost can only be seen by the prophet character. You can possess the

ghost and have him speak. He should say only praise for Uther Palandras,
but he should be tormented by his memory of the slaughter at Norenshire.
This conversation shouldn’t be too long. Since only the prophet can see the
ghost, the other players might get a bit bored. If you want the ghost to
appear to all players just make him cancel stealth mode.
NOTE: The way I made this ghost and the soldiers in the swamp be visible
only to the prophet character was as follows: They all have extremely high
hide skills (99), which makes them invisible to all. However, the prophet is
briefly given truesight, allowing him/her to notice them and then see them as
long as there is a line of sight. You can use the same trick to make additional
visions that will only be seen by the prophet: First, create a creature
(preferably in the DMFI custom encounter region or the DM’s pocket
universe), then target it with the “DM ghostmaker” (see below). Next, jump
the creature near the players and target the prophet character with the DM
ghostmaker. Now, the prophet will see the ghost but nobody else will.
The Voice of the Urlord
Since you cannot possess a placeable object, you will have to use your voice
wand to take over the conversation with the Voice of the Urlord. This will be
a bit tricky, but it can really add a lot of flavor to the story if you do it well.
Remember that the voice is essentially an intelligent recording. It simply
speaks the words of the Urlord, picking the phrase appropriate to the
question asked. Therefore it should always refer to the present in the future
tense. It should not be able to say anything that the Urlord didn’t know, like
the name of the prophet or any of his/her companions. It should explain the
vision of the Urlord (see above) and the means by which he sought to avert
it. Shortly after the conversation ends, you should use the DM trigger
“Close tomb” to seal the party within the mountain. A short time later, you
should make Merudoc turn hostile either by using the trigger (after some
appropriate voice-throw) or by simply possessing him and having him
attack.
Irtheriel
After the party returns and Evenorn tells them to go to Hierathanum, you
should possess the elven woman Irtheriel who stands next to the skyship.
After the prophet has had his final dream (of the uncounted unborn), she

should take them on the ship. To play the cutscene of the “Journey South”,
jump to that area and then use the radial menu to jump all players to you.
Once they enter the cutscene will begin. You can then await them in the area
called End of Chapter 1.
Merudoc Farromane
Merudoc is one of the most important NPCs in the module and you can
choose to control him in many places during the game. He is very brave and
very good-hearted, and has sworn to find those responsible for the death of
his kin and to bring them to justice. Occasionally, have him mourn their loss
by saying some prayers before resting.
As the party goes along their journey and learns more about the prophetking, Merudoc will become increasingly worried that the destruction of
Norenshire had something to do with him. He will especially start suspecting
this after speaking with Evenorn. He will start to believe that perhaps the
prophet-king had foreseen something that Merudoc would do someday, and
killed the Halflings in order to prevent that. Play him as a man tormented by
this thought. Then, when the truth is learned, have his relief mix with rage
that all those lives were lost only in order for the prophet to be captured.
And when the prophet character chooses to escape, have Merudoc attack.
An alternative to that is to have Merudoc so terribly depressed that he will
kill himself. For example, once the party uses the Selanthier to return to the
Senraad, Merudoc can walk to the edge, say a few words, and jump to his
death. Of course, you can choose to add your own drama.
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The DM’s pocket universe consists of a small room with several doors
leading out. These doors take you to specific places in the module, such as
the Hopping Hobgoblin Inn, the city of Rithsilvane, or the Urlord’s Keep.
Examine them to see where each leads.
In the room, there is a small child named Lor. You can speak to him to ask
for certain acts. I recommend against this – these are mostly useful only for

debugging. The only really useful things are to ask him to sell you some
items or to clear the weather in the cliffs of Langgor.
In addition, there are a few chests in the room containing some useful items.
DMFI tools of omnipotence:
This chest contains some useful DM’ing tools. This includes all of the DMFI
tools (see the Dungeon Master Friendly Initiative at the following web
address: http://dmfi.slightlysilly.net/index.php) and a few tools specific for
this module:
Invis/Noninvis thingamadoo – target a creature with this item to make it
cutscene invisible. Target it again to make it visible again.
Camera thingy – use this on yourself to raise your camera higher above
your head. Do it again to raise it some more, until finally it is
returned to the normal level. This and the previous items were useful
for making screenshots.
DM’s widget for bringing back the ghosts – if a player dies and respawns,
he or she will become a ghost. Casting raise dead on them at this
point is useless. If you want to bring them back for good, target them
with this item and they will become normal again.
DM’s ghostmaker – target any NPC to give it a hide skill of 99 and a ghostly
glow, and make it go stealthy. Next, target any player character to
give him true-sight for a brief moment. This can be used to create
visions that only one PC (usually the prophet character) can see.
NOTE: The item also turns the creature to the Neutral faction.
Items for cheating:
This chest contains miscellaneous powerful items that can be used for
making the game easier. These were also used for testing.
Plot items:
This chest contains some of the key plot items for the game, as well as some
module-specific “DM plot-trigger” items. These are intended to be used by
a DM if he/she possesses key NPCs and provides their conversation instead
of using the scripted conversations. In those cases, critical scripts won’t be

launched automatically and their effects must be done through these trigger
items.
Dream of the tower – use this item on the prophet and next time he/she
sleeps, he/she will experience the dream in which Uther speaks to one
of his knights atop the tower. This is not strictly necessary, since the
prophet will be set to have this dream as soon as he/she enters the
area “At the shores of the Nihiril”.
Dream of the curse – use this item on the prophet and he/she will have a
dream about the odoun curse. This is not necessary if you let the
cursed character walk away from the odoun hut for a while – that way
he/she will experience the curse and then, shortly after, the prophet
will dream about it.
Dream of betrayal – use this item on the prophet and he/she will have the
dream showing Merudoc in the tomb of Uther Palandras. This should
be done at some point after the party enters the mountains but before
they reach the tower that touches the sky. It is not strictly necessary,
since it will be launched automatically after the prophet enters the
“Sheltering Cave”. Once this dream is seen, the weather in the
mountains will be cleared.
Dream of the uncounted unborn – use this item on the prophet and he/she
will have the dream of walking along the desert. This IS necessary if
you had replaced Evenorn’s scripted conversation. Only once the
prophet experiences this dream will the skyship be ready to take the
party further in their adventure. Use it after they return from the
Urlord’s keep and speak with Evenorn.
Open road to Lin’Litharn – use this item to allow the players to travel south
from the Feyrathian forest to Lin’Litharn. This road is normally
opened after the party completes both the castle in the forest and the
mines of Lohim quest, but you can choose to allow it earlier if it suits
the story you’re developing.
Lift odoun curse – use this item to remove the odoun curse. It is useful if you
have taken over Chwanektu’s conversation.
Open road to mountains – use this item to allow the players to pass south
from Rithsilvane into the deeper forest. Use it if you took over
Evenorn’s conversation with the players and had him tell them how to
find Uther’s tower.
Close tomb – use this item to cause the ground to shake in the tomb of Uther
Palandras, and for the mountain to collapse. Use this if you have

taken over the conversation with the magic mouth. (You can do that by
using the voice throw widget)
Merudoc becomes hostile – use this item to make Merudoc hostile to the
prophet. Use this after the magic mouth told the prophet that he/she is
the unmaker and the reason for the destruction of Norenshire.
Thurien finishes his work – use this item if the players gave Thurien, the
Rithsilvane blacksmith, the items from the body of the dragon, and you
wish for his labor to be done right away.
Remove/Return henchman – if you target a henchman with this item, he will
immediately leave his master and let you possess him. This way, you
can take over Merudoc or Llarien and play along with the party or
add some extra flavor. After you unpossess, target the henchman
again and he will return to the service of his previous master.
Goodies for players:
This chest contains standard DMFI tools for players, such as a dice bag,
emote wand, etc. Whenever you take something out of this chest, it is
duplicated. So you can use this to make copies of anything – just place it in
the chest and take it out as many times as you’d like.
Lost weapons:
In a few places, the players can fall off cliff edges and drop their weapons
into pits, where they will never be recovered. If you find this is too harsh,
you can pick up the lost weapons in front of this sign.
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The module makes use of various custom scripting tricks. Many of these are
variations of scripts written by others and included in the module. Most
significant are the henchman scripts by 69MEH69, the cutscene scripts by
Gestalt, and the DMFI tools. See “Credits” below for more info. I have
modified some of these to make them work together with my own stuff, and
you are welcome to use them in your own modules if you like.
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Version 1.0: Uploaded to NWVault on Feb 9th, 2006
This is the first released version of the module.
Version 2.0: Uploaded to NWVault on Dec 24th, 2006
This is the second version of the module. It adds about 5-10 hours of
gameplay, including two large subquests in the beginning, a new
version of level 3 of the Urlord’s tomb, a few tidbits here and there,
and several new conversation options.
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There are many builders and players who have inspired, enlightened, and
encouraged this project. Most of all, I want to thank Conor Knoxx, Flmngo,
LadyRolePlay, Dane Bramage, and my brother Jules, for thoroughly playtesting Chapter I and providing countless great ideas.
The Prophet series makes use of a variety of custom content, from new
tilesets and item models to various scripting packages.
The additional music is from the excellent Bioware game “Icewind Dale”
CEP (Community Expansion Pack) – a wealth of custom content that
needs no introduction.
DOA Rural/City Builder– provides an incredibly versatile tileset for
making anything from rolling hills to grand cities.
Rocky Mountains – a fantastic tileset for tall mountains with ancient
castles and treetop elven cities.
DOA Base Item Model Set 1.2 – redefines the appearance of items lying
on the ground, making rings, gloves, cloaks, boots, etc. all have
wonderful custom appearances.
BRolanda's Usable Beds v2.1 – alters the walkmesh on all tiles that
contain beds, thus allowing characters and NPCs to lie down in
comfort.
69MEH69’s henchman scripts – a very impressive script package making
henchmen smarter and much more versatile.
DMFI tools – the indispensable set of trinkets and gadgets that no DM
should be without.
Gestalt’s cutscene scripts – A fantastic toolbox for making cutscenes.
Red Golem’s stageplay – A set of scripts for quickly adding small scenes
using something very much like a movie script.
U'lias’s D & D style trolls – Makes trolls that much more disgusting.
The image of the open book, which appears at the top of this document, is a
modification of the “Elvinwood Tome”, a digital painting by the very
talented Tom King (http://tkingart.com/).
If you have questions or comments about this module, please send e-mail to
baldecaran@videotron.ca or post a comment on the NWVault.

